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Administrative Information
1.

Official address in Belgium (°2017)

Seat : Blommestraat 5, 8800 Rumbeke, Belgium
Contact person: Nathalie Vandenabeele (Managing Director) : Tel : +33 6 21 45 63 82
Email : amoukanama224@gmail.com
1.

Cultural and artistic association in Guinea (°2017)
Seat : Quartier Matam Mosquée, Community Matam, City Conakry.

Person of Contact:

Mr. Alseny Sacko (President). Tel : +224 623 515048
Mr. Facinet Camara (Secretary). Tel. +224 625 888798

Email: amoukanama224@gmail.com
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Preface
The circus arts world occupies an important place in the world's artistic and cultural identity and has played the role of ambassador for innovation and
creativity. Circus creates unity in diversity; diversity in which every practitioner is invited to show courage and determination. Regardless of differences in
culture, language, social status, etc., circus creates a connection in diversity and young people are encouraged to work in groups, to lead, to have confidence
and to push boundaries. Contact with circus can help young people find their way in difficult circumstances and provide a gateway to express their talents,
ideas and creativity.
In Guinea there are many talented young people on the fringes of society with a strong interest in movement. Dance, acrobatics, music and circus arts give
many young people in the slums of Conakry an identity and vision for their future. Amoukanama wants to stimulate and help this youth movement to grow. We
help build a physical place to develop these skills and create cohesion with the surrounding community. Some projects focus on social inclusion and
integration, others on an artistic cross-fertilization between different disciplines and cultures. We contribute to a future in which culture is more accessible to
young people and there is an opportunity to insert into the professional world. Thus, we have the privilege of working with young people who in turn are
transforming their own communities. In this presentation, we would like to invite you to get to know these young people and our projects better.

A-mou-ka-nama !

Nathalie Vandenabeele,
Managing Director,
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The association
Founded in 2017, Amoukanama was born from the dream of Alseny Sacko and his childhood
friend Balla Moussa Bangoura to change the situation of young people in their neighborhood
in Conakry. After meeting engineer and horse artist Nathalie in France in 2015 on the show
Tagadart, their shared passion for the circus took them to Guinea to train with young acrobats.
The perseverance, optimism and generosity of these acrobats were so remarkable that, back in
Europe, Nathalie managed to receive support from the Flemish government to start the first
phases of an ambitious project, the construction of a geodesic dome in Guinea as a sociocultural place to support the youth. A place for training, exchange, meeting and creativity. For
several years now in Guinea (and Belgium and Canada) we have been working with children
and young people through the circus to encourage them to develop their talents. Through a
universal language of movement and expression, we bring cultures together and put the
connection first. We focus on constructive communication about young people in Africa and
want to contribute to building a diverse society where people are not judged on the basis of
their origin, their social status, their gender, their skin color, ... We are fully engaged in the
realization of various artistic and social projects that we briefly summarize here

Amoukanama, “Wat does not break”…
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Objectives
Guinea has one of the highest unemployment and illiteracy rates among young people.
Many young people roam the streets of Conakry every day and find themselves in a
complex situation of crime, drugs and poverty. Yet they shape the future of the country
and represent an enormous potential of talent, creativity, inventiveness and
perseverance. Through the power of the circus, Amoukanama wants to give young
people and children who otherwise would be left out a chance to dream. Young people
from slums or remote villages, we want to create a place for everyone and implement an
inclusive policy. Where everyone gets the chance to train, study, discover and share,
regardless of their background and experience. By training in circus arts, we also want
to contribute to the development of talented young people and the promotion of Guinean
culture in the world. In this way we want to stimulate positive communication about
young Africans. In addition, we are strongly committed to exchanges between North and
South, both communicatively and physically. Finally, we teach young people to develop
self-confidence, to work together and to get to know each other through social circus.
Our projects contribute to this mission in all areas. In this way we also help build the
artists (and much more than that) of tomorrow who can share their culture positively in a
diverse world.

“Positive Communication”
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The main activities currently in Guinea are: the day-to-day
management of the association (organization of training courses,
internships, control of equipment, presence of members, day-today actions); offer daily English and French lessons to all
members; Social circus lessons for a group of young girls and
boys; Search for contracts and jobs ; creation of a new circus arts
production with 8 Guinean acrobats and a Belgian acrobat (FA);
Script management for the production of the documentary
Fantastique with Flemish filmmakers; Fundraising and
networking for partners in Guinea; Partner of the 3-year project
Wereldklapz with the municipality of Langemark-Poelkapelle in
Belgium; Build our own infrastructure (field research,
administration, implementation); giving workshops in local
schools in Conakry; micro-enterprises in Conakry and Tamara;
information about the consequences of plastic pollution.
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The projects
Since 2017, we have started to carry out activities and projects in a structured
manner. We have now become a close-knit team where trust, hard work and
communication are the pillars of our operation. In Guinea there are 4 people in
charge and a circle of people we can count on for expertise. There are 35
young permanent members of Amoukanama and a group of children in varying
numbers who are part of the new social circus program "Demain". The main
activities are listed here:
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

“Social circus creates a
safe space for children…”

•
•
•
•

Organization of acrobat training in Guinea
Collection of sportswear and equipment.
Purchase of second-hand circus equipment in Belgium and production equipment in
Guinea thanks to the support of the City of Waregem
Collaboration with embassies in Guinea for acrobat shows.
Emergency aid Covid19: purchase of 450 bags of rice, hygienic equipment and
construction of extra showers in the acrobat community.
Creation of an international circus art production with acrobats from Guinea as part of
the Frame Voice Report of Europe project (premiere planned for summer 2022).
A documentary by Flemish filmmakers thanks to the support of the VAF. The
documentary is expected in early 2023.
Mobile theater project in collaboration with HOWEST and the province of West
Flanders
Organization of daily French and English lessons for young acrobats.
Short courses in Mathematics, Human Rights, Economics, Computer Science...
Wereldklapz project. It is a 3-year partnership (2020-2022) with the municipality of LangemarkPoelkapelle on global citizenship and includes many activities, exchanges and initiatives.
Project weeks in primary schools in Belgium: we spend a full week with Amoukanama acrobats at
school to learn about Guinea to talk and introduce children to acrobatics and circus. This year we also
started this in a school in Conakry.
Summer tour in Belgium and the Netherlands (2019) with Guinean acrobats where we combine
performances and sharing information about projects.
Actions during the solidarity week in Belgium: massages for Amoukanama / purchase of regional beer.
Participatory sales campaigns.
Start-up of a local fitness and associated restaurant in Conakry.
Collaboration with the community of Tamara (island) near Conakry to activate young people and
address the issue of environmental problems. Microproject for a new soap factory.
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Geodesic Dome
In 2017, we received the first support from the province of West Flanders to build
our own infrastructure with the main aim of strengthening culture, education,
training and exchange. After consultation with our partner Engineers without
Borders, we ultimately opted for a geodesic dome with a truss structure. For its
development, we also receive support from Jérôme Cury from the French
Company les Mélangeurs, who has been giving shows in France for years with a
dome. The dome has a diameter of 30 m and a height of 11.5 m, with 4 doors and
roll-up sides for ventilation. In addition to the dome, we are also building a
dormitory, sanitary facilities and a classroom (in cooperation with EDUKADO)
building that will also serve as a dance studio.
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The main objectives of the dome are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

To offer young people professional training in circus arts (attention to
gender balance) in a preparatory and professional program.
Setting up a program of social circus workshops for neighborhood children
and young people. That is why we are in contact with Plus Petit Cirque du
Monde in Paris, Cirque Hors Piste and CRITAC in Montreal.
Creating new productions and offering creative space to other artists and
collectives.
Provide general education (reading, writing, arithmetic, global orientation)
to young people in training.
Creating employment for young people and their entourage.
International exchanges with artists, trainers and schools around the world.
We recently became a member of FEDEC.
Giving more attention to talented artists in Guinea (and Africa).
Develop socio-artistic projects with minority groups in Guinea.
Organize cultural activities for the community (movie nights, shows,
concerts, information evenings on specific topics, etc.)
To develop a place of creation conducive to new ideas and artistic research.
Developing sustainable connections with the community and growing
together towards transformation.

Structure en Treillis
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Cooperation EDUKADO
This year, we initiated a partnership with the Belgian non-profit organization Edukado. Each year they
support an organization to build a classroom in their respective country of operation. The project focuses
on exchange, education and social development. For an entire school year (2022-2023), a group of 15
selected university students will work to raise funds for the construction and their stay in Guinea. Several
activities are planned in collaboration with Amoukanama to obtain funding. During the summer months of
July-August, the group then comes to Guinea to help with the construction and above all to exchange with
the young people of our association and to better understand Guinean culture.
Edukado has many years of experience and has already succeeded in carrying out beautiful projects. On
their website, you will find more information about their operation, their vision and their projects:
https://edukado.be/
Concretely, in July-August 2023, we will receive a group of 15 students to help build a classroom on our
site in Maferenyah. This class is designed in such a way that it can also be used as a dance studio in the
evening. This is to underline once again our link with the arts and the importance of cooperation between
education and the arts.
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Circus arts Production FA
At the end of 2018, we were selected as part of the European Union's
Frame Voie report program to create a new creation together with young
people from Guinea. After previous positive collaborations, we invited
Anthony Weiss as Director and choreographer, a former student of the
circus school Châtellerault and Montreal. In January 2019, a first
workshop was organized in Conakry. A second research lab followed in
October 2019 in Kindia. The first residency took place in February 2021
at the Petit Musée, Conakry with a final group of 9 artists. This year, we
had several residencies in France and could present our creation work in
Paris in Epace Périphérique for a professional audience. The public space
premiere is planned for summer 2022 (France, Belgium, Hungary) and
summer 2023 (indoor version in France, Belgium and interested parties in
USA)

This creation is inspired by the power of today's youth to build a better
future. FA shares its reflection through a human adventure. Fiery and
outspoken individuals from different walks of life set out for a new
destination. A new path opens for them and the hope grows to find a new
world. The project is unique in its style and combines the vibrancy of their
different cultures and traditions: acrobatic, musical and choreographic, with
the particularly contemporary writing of Anthony Weiss. A new genre, a new
perspective in which acrobats are more exposed and revealed as artists and
individuals.
The group consists of Guinean men and a Belgian woman, which naturally
arose from the initiators of the project. A strong image, but the emphasis is on
human unity. FA is about going beyond yourself for today's transformation
and for a better future.
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Education
Many young people and children who participate in our workshops and training
courses have dropped out of school at a young age. Many of them before they could
write and read. This puts many limitations and problems in their lives as an artist (or
in any other profession for that matter) that we experienced firsthand when working
with Guinean acrobats in France. That is why, in addition to the circus, we are also
strongly committed to education. Most young people leave because their public
school offers little quality education and they do not believe in a future. Also because
there is the naivety that general education as an acrobat is not necessary.
Unfortunately, illiterate young people experience and cause many problems on their
way through life. If they fail to become a professional acrobat, there are not many
options left and experience shows that they remain dependent on others for a long
time. If they manage to have contracts (domestic and foreign), from their perspective,
things may go well for a while. However, there is a lot of exploitation and ignorance,
especially when they work abroad. Because they do not understand their contracts and
trust a "manager", they are not paid well or have to work on the black market without
social security or care in the event of an accident. Their ignorance is also being
exploited to keep them in this situation and in particular there are threats to take or not
renew their visas or residence permits if they do not continue to work in these dire
circumstances. If they decide to leave the group, they often end up abroad illegally.
They are afraid to report to official systems or ask for advice because of their lack of
knowledge of documents or language.
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In Guinea, many girls also become pregnant early due to a lack of knowledge and information. Few girls do professional acrobatics because of pregnancies
(sometimes otherwise) interrupting their training. A first step to prevent this is to provide good education. Another problem with illiterate acrobats is corruption.
Some performers later become "responsible people" who take over the group. Their illiteracy and general inexperience with documents and money often lead to
corruption. Low quality education is also a problem in international projects. From experience we have seen how in international productions conflicts arise due
to communication problems. It is also a hindrance to the development of their talents. When they meet coaches or go to rehearsals for an international show, they
often don't understand what is being asked or said. The explanation that they cannot develop as an artist in this way is unfortunately lost. We notice that the
acrobats who spend longer in school always have an advantage. They are more independent, know more about what is going on, have leadership qualities, more
self-confidence, are more quickly assigned tasks or other functions and find their own way in life more quickly.
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Mobile Theatre
In 2019 we were approached by Dongo Productions to turn the story of the acrobats
into a documentary. We went to Guinea together with filmmakers Marjolijn Prins and
David Dhert. The story was shaped by following Fanta and Kapté, two young
acrobats. The production of the documentary has already received support from the
Pascal de Croos fund and the VAF (Flemish Audiovisual Fund). Last month it was
also one of 6 projects presented on the European youth film platform Mbrane and
this month for Fipadoc. In addition, the documentary is also part of the Kids Kino
trajectory in which the script is worked on through workshops with international
screenwriters. The title of the documentary will be Fantastique!

Once the documentary is ready for broadcast, we will plan a tour with a mobile
theatre/cinema in different areas of Conakry and surrounding villages. In collaboration with
the storyteller Petit Tonton and the acrobats of the Amoukanama group, we want to bring
activities to the neighborhoods for children and young people. We have received support
from the province of West Flanders for the realization of the mobile theater and the tour is
planned for 2022. Currently, this project is the subject of an internship for two students from
HOWEST Belgium as part of the postgraduate 'Sustainable Development'. They are
working on the design and prototype and will also go to Guinea in May 2022.
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Fitness and Restaurant
We are also working on a local fitness with a small restaurant. The covid19 crisis has once
again highlighted how difficult it is for the group of acrobats to acquire sufficient economic
resources for the basic needs of the group's operation. With the leaders in Guinea, we have
therefore decided to start a new project. This with less emphasis on training acrobats, but with
the main aim of generating income by and for the group in Guinea itself. This revenue will
eventually be used for:
•

Education (language lessons, computer science, economics, etc.)

•

Purchase materials for the circus school

•

To organize events

•

Taking care of injuries

•

Administrative costs

•

In times of crisis: buy sacks of rice for the acrobats and their families.

…
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After meeting with the group, we decided to open a local fitness with a small restaurant next door. There aren't many places with fitness equipment
right now. In addition, we also want to open a small restaurant next to the gym because it requires less investment budget and also has a good return
(in a sole proprietorship, the investment cost was recouped after a month with a profit of 100 euros). There is also a lot of growth potential in this
project. In the long run, acrobats can even give cardio, fitness and strength lessons to interested parties and thus create an extra income. In addition, it
also plays into the health of the local community where the acrobats live. Many people (especially the elderly) move less and less in the city.
Practicing with acrobats can help them regain a healthier body (and mind). The restaurant offers traditional dishes. But eventually we will offer one
new product every month that also refers to health and freshness (such as fresh fruit processed into juice or avocado salads). We are still looking for a
good place to realize this project! The fitness will be led by the acrobats with the help of an administrative manager.
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Wereldklapz
In 2019, Amoukanama became a partner in a three-year project with the municipality of LangemarkPoelkapelle in Belgium. This is a provincially supported project to promote global citizenship in the region.
To this end, we organize various activities, projects and events in Belgium and Guinea that rely on circus
and storytelling. We use the hero theme to embrace diversity and build confidence in youth. For example,
we organized a first week of the project in February 2020 in Bikschote and in October 2021 in LangemarkPoelkapelle, Belgium, and we paid an introductory visit to the school in Conakry in March 2021.
A story and circus festival is also planned in the summer of 2022, where Amoukanama will perform.

Here's a video summarizing the project week in February 2020:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kv7ragBTwE
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In February 2022 we were finally able to visit Conakry with the team. Together with association
Koumakan, Verhalen voor het Leven association and the municipality of Langemark-Poelkapelle, we
worked with the Pré Roland Privé school in the Lanbanyi district for a week. We gave storytelling and
circus workshops and worked with the children for a presentation on Friday. The school responded very
positively and the children who took part were motivated and committed to building a rich week with us.
You can find an impression in images on Koumakan's social networks:
https://www.facebook.com/Petittontonconteur/videos/339649208064553/
https://www.facebook.com/Petittontonconteur/videos/1106416876593356/
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Partners
Our association and our projects are supported by or collaborate with :

Europe and Canada
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

European Union
FEDEC
La TOHU, Canada
Provincie West-Vlaanderen
VAF (Flemish Audiovisual Fund)
City Waregem, Belgium
Community Langemark-Poelkapelle
Community Ingelmunster
Community Kalmthout
Primary School de Wegwijzer
Festival Reggae Geel
Engineers Without Borders
Eurogym

In Guinea
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

École Nationale de Cirque
Châtellerault
Cie les Mélangeurs
Espace Périphérique, Paris
Cirque Odyssée
Festival Vaison-Danses
CRAC Lomme
Shelter Structures
Takatuka Foundation
Wereldmissiehulp
4de pijler fonds

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Université des Beaux-Arts
Université Abdel Gamal Nassar
Centre Culturel Petit-Musée,
Conakry
Centre-Culturel Franco Guinéen
MAF Village
Commune de Maferinyah
Association KOUMAKAN
Cours Privé Roland Pré
Centre de la jeunesse Coleah
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L’équipe

Danny Keuppens
Balla Moussa Bangoura

Alseny Sacko

Facinet Camara

Moustapha Camara

Nathalie Vandenabeele

Laye Moussa Soumah
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Contact
Seat : Quartier Matam Mosquée, commune de Matam, Ville de Conakry.
Phone:
Nathalie Vandenabeele (Europe)
Moustapha Camara (Guinea)
Facinet Camara (Guinea):
Balla Moussa Bangoura (Canada):

+33 6 21456382 (Whatsapp)
+224 621492393
+224 625 88 87 98
+1 514-207-0523 (Whatsapp)

Email:

Amoukanama224@gmail.com

Website
FB

www.amoukanama.org
Amoukanama Circus Company
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